Cyclone Fence Mural

Before
Cyclone Fence Mural
“Alone We Are A Drop, Together We Are An Ocean”
HDG Architecture & Propaganda Creative volunteers
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Storage Container Mural
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Storage Container Mural – Spokane Arts, STCU Volunteers
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Storage Container Murals – Sign Art Studio & STCU
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[Image of storage containers before the mural installation]
Storage Container Murals – Sign Art Studio & STCU
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Community Garden – Pittsburgh & 1st Ave.
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Community Garden – Pittsburgh & 1st Ave.
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Community Garden
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Community Garden
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Neighborhood Clean-up – Solid Waste, Spokane Fire Fighters, & community volunteers
Façade Improvement – 1911 E. Sprague
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Façade Improvement – 1911-1917 E. Sprague, WSU Volunteers
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Façade Improvements – 1911-1917 E. Sprague
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Design IT Solutions
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Design IT Solutions – Chase Youth Commission, City staff, & community volunteers
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Design IT Solutions

During
Design IT Solutions
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Boyd Walker Sewing
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Boyd Walker Sewing
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The Hoot Owl
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The Hoot Owl

During
Rebuilding Together
Rebuilding Together
Rebuilding Together
Window Dressing
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Mending Fences & Truth Ministries – Shanks Painting INC.
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